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AsrB.Acr The finite difference equations necessary for calculating the three-
dimensional, time-varying biopotentials within and surrounding axially symmetric
cells are presented. The method of sucessive overrelaxation is employed to solve
these equations and is shown to be rapidly convergent and accurate for thelex-
emplary problem of a spheroidal cell under uniform field stimulaton.
In order to understand the electrical behavior of biological tissue, analytic solutions
have been developed for the three-dimensional biopotentials within and surrounding
spherical and cylindrical cells (Clark and Plonsey, 1968; Eisenberg and Engle,
1970; Eisenberg and Johnson, 1970; Hellerstein, 1968; Lorente de N6, 1947; Rall,
1969; Vayo, 1965; Weinberg, 1942). Further development of analytic solutions for
more complicated cell shapes has been limited by the nonclassical boundary con-
ditions at biological membranes. In this paper, a finite difference numerical tech-
nique is presented which handles the biological boundary conditions and accepts
all cell shapes which have axial symmetry.
INTRODUCTION
Biopotentials are solutions to Poisson's partial differential equation subject to the
boundary conditions at biological membranes and subject to a condition at infinity
(Plonsey and Heppner, 1967). A finite difference numerical solution for these bio-
potentials consists of three parts: choosing a set of points within the space of in-
terest, writing finite difference equations for the potential at each of these points,
and solving the resulting set of simultaneous equations.
The choice of point location is determined by the particular biological system
under study. For example, Fig. 1 illustrates three representative ways of choosing
sets of points for spheroidal-shaped cells subjected to uniform field stimulation
along their axis of symmetry. Points were placed in only one quadrant of a plane con-
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FIGURE 1 Mesh plots for spheroidal cells. (a) Sphere, 15 radius, 68 mesh points. (b)
Sphere, 15 radius, 126 mesh points. (c) Prolate spheroid, 15 u major axis, 1.5 minor axis,
67 mesh points. Arrows indicate points used for Figs. 5 and 6.
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taining the center of the spheroid and parallel to the applied field, since the potentials
in the rest of space are related to these potentials by symmetry. The nonuniform
spacing between the mesh points results from requiring equal spacing between
points lying on the cell membrane.
Once the choice of points has been made, finite difference equations for the po-
tential at each point are written as a linear weighted average of the potentials at
surrounding points. The particular equation used at any given point is determined
by the location of that point: if the point lies in the intra- or extracellular space, an
equation approximating Poisson's equation is used; if the point lies on a biological
membrane, an equation approximating the boundary conditions at a biological
membrane is used; and, if the point lies at the edge of the space of interest, an equa-
tion approximating the condition at infinity is used. These equations will be dis-
cussed in the first section of this paper.
Once these equations have been written, the solution for the biopotentials is ob-
tained as the set of potential values which will simultaneously satisfy all of these
equations. Either the direct method of gaussian elimination (Isaacson and Keller,
1966) or, preferably, the iterative method of successive overrelaxation (Forsythe
and Wasow, 1960; Kinnen and Newton, 1966; Terry, 1967) can be used to find this
set of potential values. This latter method, as applied to the calculation of biopo-
tentials, will be discussed in the last section of this paper.
With this overview in mind, we will now proceed to discuss the three types of
finite difference equations needed for the calculation of biopotentials and the use of
successive overrelaxation in solving these equations.
FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
Poisson's Equation
The electrical parameters characteristic of a biological medium allow us to use
Poisson's equation at all points distant from a biological membrane (Plonsey and
Heppner, 1967). Finite computer storage restricts us to axially symmetric boundaries
and sources, whereby a three-dimensional problem can be described by only two
dimensions, thus producing a savings of n3 n2 storage spaces, where n is the num-
ber of mesh points along a coordinate axis. Poisson's equation in cylindrical co-
ordinates under this assumption of axial symmetry becomes:
a24(p Z, t)+ 1 04b(p, z, t)+ aO24(p, Z, t) I(p, Z, t)appiied
CIP2 p Op az2 X
where -l (p, z, t) is the unknown potential function, I(p, z, t)applid is the applied
volume source density (amperes per cubic centimeter), a is the conductivity of the
medium at the source (reciprocal ohms per centimeter), z is measured along the
axis of symmetry, p is the radial coordinate, and t is time.
The time variation is best handled by assuming a sinusoidal source and using com-
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plex phasor notation. The response of the system to other time variations can be
synthesized by the weighted linear superposition of sinusoids of various frequencies.
In complex phasor notation, Poisson's equation becomes:
024(p, z)ejc? +! 64(p, z)e + 2(p, z)et -I(P, Z)&ppliedect
Op2 p Op az2 a
where w is the angular frequency of the source, the circumflex indicates a complex
quantity, and j = . Physical values are obtained by taking either the real or
imaginary part of the complex quantities I(p, z)&pp,jede"t and 4(p, z)ejw'. During
calculations, the e"t is suppressed, giving us the complex Poisson's equation:
24W(p, z) + 1 d4(p, z) +02P(p, z) = pl(p,ZXp.ied (1)o9p2 p OIp + e
In displaying complex quantities, it is useful to employ the identity:
real (x) + jimag (x) = x'ley,
where
I xt = +V[real (X)]2 + [imag (x)]2,
and
e = tan"1 [imag (x)/real (x)].
The applied source is best handled by assuming that the unknown potential is
made up of two parts, one due to the source and one induced by the biological
boundaries, that is:
$(ps Z) = 4(p, Z)applied + $ (p, Z)iinduoedX
where
V2(psZ)applied -I(P, Z)applied
a,
Substituting these equations into equation 1, we are left with Laplace's equation
for the induced potential, that is:
aO(p, Z)indueed+ I 04(P, Z)indued + 2 %p, Z)induced = o. (2)
This equation is easier to handle than equation 1 and we can easily regain the total
potential by adding the known applied potential to the solution for the induced
potential.
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FiouRE 2 Mesh point arrangement for Poisson's equation. (a) Center point 0 off axis of
symmetry. (b) Center point 0 on axis of symmetry.
Second order, finite difference approximations to equation 2 are commonly
available (Greenspan, 1965; Shortley et al., 1947). In five-point form, with non-
uniform mesh spacing and with reference to Fig. 2 a, we can write the following
equation for the potential at mesh point 0 when 0 is not on the axis of symmetry:
,kindueod (O) = {[2po/ (hi[hl + h8])]I'jndued (1) + [2po/ (h8[h, + hg])Ijnduoed (8)
+ [(2po + h4)/ (h2[h4 + h2])]I'fdUOed (2)
+ [(2po- h2)/ (h4[h4 + h2] )I(izjduoew (4)}
/{2po/(hiha) + (2po + 14 - h2)/(h4h2)1, (3)
where po is the radial distance to point 0. When point 0 is on the axis of symmetry,
the following equation, obtained by applying axial symmetry to the finite difference,
rectangular Laplace equation, is used (see Fig. 2 b):
Z'Iinduoed (0)
= {[2/ (hi[h, + h1])])niduoed (1) + [h22/(hal[l + hg])Finduoed (8) + 2(binduoed (2)1
/{2 + h2/ (hih8)1. (4)
These two equations (3 and 4) constitute the finite difference expressions for
Poisson's equation and thus hold at all mesh points not on a biological membrane
or used to satisfy the condition at infinity.
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Boundary Conditions at a Biological Membrane
The boundary conditions at a biological membrane are non classical in that both the
potential and, in general, its normal derivative are discontinuous. Mathematically,
under the assumed sinusoidal conditions, these boundary conditions are written
(Plonsey, 1969, equations 5.160 and 5.161):
A$ntra 04ex;tra
°Ointrinta = -=extra Jmemb X (5)Oln Oln
(O'memb + j]Cmemb)(4intra - $extra) = ?memb4(intra - 4extra) = Jlmemby (6)
where Ct.tra and Cur are, respectively, the total (applied plus induced) intra- and
extracellular potentials, n is the axially symmetric outward normal at the membrane
surface, Jmenb is the normal current per unit area crossing the membrane, a;tra
and 0fea are, respectively, the intra- and extracellular conductivities in reciprocal
ohms per centimeter, 01m.b iS the membrane conductivity in reciprocal ohms per
square centimeter, Cm.mb is the membrane capacitance in farads per square centi-
meter, and em<b = amemb + jWCmemb is the complex membrane admittance in
reciprocal ohms per square centimeter. The first of these equations expresses the
requirement that the normal current density be continuous across the thin mem-
brane while the second equation relates this current density to the resulting trans-
membrane potential produced by the admittance of the membrane under the
assumed passive conditions.
To change these differential equations into finite difference equations one must
first consider each mesh point which lies on the membrane as a double point, with
one point just inside and one point just outside the boundary (see Fig. 3). One
then rearranges the boundary condition equations so that the coupling between the
inside and outside is only through the potential and not through its derivative, that is,
equations 5 and 6 are rewritten as follows:
9membintra + Ora 04i -n=memb $extra,On
t 8$~~~~(4etra
?memb $extra - Oextra =cl- memb (4intra.
Using the separation of induced and applied potential, introduced in the discussion
of Poisson's equation, these expressions become:
CI(induted
?memb tnduoed + fintra intra _ =memb induoed (7)
intra On normal memb extra
O4induoed
?m.mb 4induced - Oextra etra + Oextra Eapplied = ?memb induoedi ( 8)
extra On normal memb intra
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FIGURE 3 Mesh point arrangement at a biological membrane. n is the axially symmetric
outward normal at the membrane surface where a double set of points have been defined.
where
Eappliedi = -V (p2 Z)applied*n
normal memb
is the known normal component of applied electric field evaluated at the membrane
surface. Now, following Greenspan's method for obtaining a third-order finite
difference approximation to the normal derivative (Greenspan, 1965, pp. 39-42),
but with the mesh points of Fig. 3, we can write the following:
Cltinduced 4
intra
= E aintra(i) 4binduced ( 9 )
an intra(O) i=O intra(i)
O4induced 4
_extra = E aextra(i) cinduoed ( 10 )
an extra(O) i-O extra(i)
where (see Fig. 3):
aintra (1) = -[ (hintra (1) + hintra (2) )/ (hintra (1)hintra (2))] sin a,
aextra (1) = [ (hextra (1) + hextra (2) )/ (hextre (l)hextra (2))] sin ct,
aintra (2) = [hintra (1)/ (hintra (2) (hintra (1) + hintra (2) ))] sin oa,
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aextra (2) = - [hestra (1)/ (hestra (2) (hextra (1) + hextra (2) ) )] sin a,
aintra (8) = - [ (hintra (3) + hintra (4) )/ (hintra (3)hintra (4) )] COS a,
aextra (8) = [(hextra (8) + hextra (4))/ (hextre (8)hextra (4))] cos a,
aintra (4) = [hintra (3)/ (hintra (4) (hintra (3) + hintra (4)))] COS a,
aextra (4) = [hextra (3)/ (hextra (4) (hextra (8) + hextra (4) ) )] COS a,
aintra (0) = [aintra (1) + aintra (2) + aintra (8) + aintra (4)],
aextra (0) = - [aextra (1) + aextra (2) + 4extra (8) + aextra (4)].
Substituting equations 9 and 10 into equations 7 and 8 and rearranging, we arrive
at the following finite difference equations for the induced potentials at points
intra (0) and extra (0):
4$induced ={$':induoed - (crintra/ fPemb ) (-apped|intra(O) extra(O) normal 0
4
+ aintra(i) 4induoed )}/11 + (Ointra/ memb)aintra(O)}, (11)s-i intra(i)
induced = l4induced + (crextra/!rmemb) (- Eapplied|
extra(0) intra(O) normal 0
4
+ 'extra(i)4induoed )}/{ 1 - (extra/ memb)aextra(O)I. (12)i-i extra (i)
For membrane points adjacent to the z axis, equation 11 is modified slightly by
symmetry considerations. Specifically, induced is set equal to 'induced and equation
intra(4) intra(O)
11 is rearranged as follows:
induced = {4induoed - (aintra/1?memb) ( Eappliedintra(O) extra(0) normal 0
8
+ axtra(,)W$inducmd )}/ 1 + (aintra/memb) (aintra(o) + aintra(4) )}J (13)i- intra(s)
For points on the z axis, the symmetry is automatically included by cos a becoming
zero, thus setting autra (8) = aintra (4) = '1extra (3) = aextra (4) = 0-
These sets of two equations (11 and 12, or 13 and 12) constitute the finite dif-
ference expressions for the boundary conditions at a biological membrane, where a
double set of mesh points must be defined to handle the discontinuity in potential.
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Condition at Infinity
The condition at infinity for cells embedded in a large mass of tissue is that the
induced potential, introduced in the discussion of Poisson's equation, must go to
zero as one approaches infinity. To satisfy this condition a trial and error procedure
must be employed in which the number of mesh points and/or the mesh spacing is
increased until the calculated potentials at the edges of the mesh are sufficiently small.
In terms of finite difference equations, this empirical procedure becomes a set of
equations for the potentials at the outermost tier of mesh points and a set of condi-
tions for the potentials calculated, using the finite difference approximations to
Laplace's equation, at the next inner tier of points. At the outermost mesh points
we write:
4induced outermost = 0. (14)
extra tier
We then adjust the mesh until the potentials computed at the next inner tier of
points satisfy the conditon:
Cndueed next inner < 0.01 &pplied next innerX (15)
extra tier tier
where the requirement of an induced potential less than 1 % of the applied potential
has been found to be a sufficiently stringent condition for accurate potential cal-
culations (see Accuracy).
In practice, this procedure for the condition at infinity (equations 14 and 15) is
easily implemented and the potentials calculated at points not involved with the
condition at infinity are found to be relatively insensitive to adjustments made in
the mesh spacing and/or the number of mesh points.
SUCCESSIVE OVERRELAXATION
Having obtained the necessary finite difference equations for the calculations of
biopotentials (equations 3, 4, 11-15), we must now find the set of potential values
which will simultaneously satisfy all of these equations. A suitable technique for
finding these values is the method of successive overrelaxation, which, when applied
to the above finite difference equations, satisfies the necessary criteria of being both
accurate and rapidly convergent.
In outline, the method of successive overrelaxation consists of three steps; first,
an initial guess is made, from physical considerations, for the value of the potential
at each mesh point; then, repetitive passes are made through the mesh, calculating
new values for the potential at each point; finally, the process is terminated when the
change in potential values per iteration becomes sufficiently small. At each pass the
new value of potential at any point is obtained from the following replacement
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equation:
o = 4++ X(x4 -o),
where the value of $4 is replaced by the expression on the right and where the value
of 4* is obtained by using the appropriate finite difference equation for point 0
(equation 3, 4, 11, 12, 13, or 14). The use of a replacement equation results in
"successive" updating of the values of potential as one proceeds through the mesh.
The "overrelaxation" constant Q is used to accelerate the convergence of the tech-
nique by increasing the change in potential values per iteration (Q 2 1).
With this overview in mind, we can now proceed to examine the convergence
and accuracy properties of the finite difference-successive overrelaxation technique
as determined by calculating the biopotentials within and surrounding a spheroidal
cell in an applied uniform field parallel to the cell's axis of symmetry. As pointed
out in the introduction, the midplane symmetry of this problem allows one to place
mesh points in only one rather than two quadrants of a plane which contains the
axis of symmetry. In order to use this reduced number of mesh points, however, an
additional finite difference equation must be developed for the value of potential at
the intracellular membrane point just above the midplane. Setting the value of
potential along the midplane equal to zero, we can rewrite equation 11 for this point
as follows, with induced = 0 and by symmetry iuduoed = -induoed (see Fig. 3):
intra(l) intra(2) intra(O)
'induoed == {[nduced - (aintra/ Smemb ) (-Eapplied|intra(O) extra(O) normal O
4
+ E aintra(s) induced)}/fI + (cTintra/fmemb)(aintra(O) - aintra(2))I.i-3 intra(i)
The physical parameters chosen for the accuracy and convergence calculations were
as follows: aitra = O-extra = 0.02 mho/cm, aim.mb = 0.0003 mho/cm, Cmemb =
1 j/cm2, Eapplied = 10 v/cm, and X = 300 rad/sec. This combination of mem-
brane parameters and angular frequency results in equal real and imaginary parts
for the complex membrane admittance (fmemb = 4.24 X O1e46 ' mho/cm2).
Accuracy
The accuracy of the finite difference-successive overrelaxation technique was tested
on the problem of a spherical cell in a uniform applied field. A closed form analytic
solution for this problem is given below and a comparison was made between the
numerical and analytic solutions at each mesh point:
4 (Z)total [1 - 2a/(2a + 3R2fmemb)I4(Z)applied X
intra
4 (p, Z)total = f 1 + (l/r)[akR3/(2cr + 3R1memb)JJ$ (Z)applied X
extra
where r = '7Te a = alntra = aextraa41 (Z)applied = -zEapplied is the applied
uniform field, and R is the radius of the cell. An equipotential plot and a relative
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FIGURE 4 Equipotential and relative phase plot for a spherical cell in an applied uni-
form field. Physical parameters: I Pp,lid = 10 v/cm, co = 300 rad/sec, amemb = 0.0003
mho/cm2, Cm.mb = 1 IF/cmO, t2mb = 4.24 X 104 e4501 mho/cm2, intra = O.Otra = 0.02
mho/cm, R = 15 &. Note: different intra- and extracelular voltage scales; essentially nor-
mal intersection of extracellular equipotential lines and the cell membrane; agreement
between the phases of the uniform intracellular field and the membrane admittance.
phase plot are shown in Fig. 4, where the radius of the cell has been chosen to be
15 p.
For the mesh shown in Fig. 1 a, the average error between the numerical and
analytic solutions for the magnitude of complex total potential was 1.2% extra-
cellularly and 1.3 % intracellularly, the maximum errors being 5.0Y% extracellu-
larly and 3.2 % intracellularly. In the calculations of phase, the agreement between
numerical and analytic solutions was within 5 X 1-3 rad at all mesh points.
With finer meshes, such as that of Fig. 1 b, similar small errors were obtained.
In general, the values of potential calculated by the numerical technique and thus,
the errors, appear insensitive to the exact number and details of arrangement of
the mesh points provided a sufficiently fine mesh has been employed.
Convergence
The finite difference-successive overrelaxation technique was found to be rapidly
convergent for a wide range of spheroidal cells. The rate of convergence was a
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function of the value of the overrelaxation constant, the total number of mesh
points and the arrangement of the mesh points.
Results are presented below for a spherical cell having a 15 /h radius and for a
prolate spheroidal-shaped cell having a major axis of 15 ;s and a minor axis of 1.5 u.
In all cases the phase converged before the magnitude of complex potential and
thus only the latter will be discussed. Within a given mesh, different rates of con-
vergence could be found as a function of point location and initial guess, which, in
view of the uniform field stimulation, was taken as the total field equal to the ap-
plied field, extracellularly, and the total field equal to zero, intracellularly. The
data discussed below represents the behavior of the magnitude of complex total
potential of a typical slowly converging point within the mesh under consideration.
The dependence on the value of a is shown in Fig. 5 a, where the magnitude of
complex total potential, at the point indicated by an arrow in the mesh plot of Fig.
1 a, is plotted vs. the number of iterations for three values of the overrelaxation
constant Q. In Fig. 5 b is plotted the more sensitive convergence measure of per-
8.0
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1.0
0
-1.0
-2.0
-SPHERE - 68 MESH POINTS
126 MESH POINTS
-PROLATE SPHEROID-
67 MESH POINTS
50 100
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
150 200
FiGuRE 6 Convergence as a function of number of mesh points and arrangement of mesh
points. Percentage change per iteration vs. number of iterations for points indicated by
arrows in Figs. 1 a, b, c. a = 1.6.
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centage change per iteration, defined as:
per cent change per iteration = 100t,tlX loo
where n is the number of iterations. As can be seen, a near optimum rate of con-
vergence is obtained for Q = 1.6, with slower convergence occurring for Q = 1.4,
and highly oscillatory, slower convergence with Q = 1.8. For even larger values of
Q (1.9), the solution becomes unstable and does not converge. In general, the value
of the optimum overrelaxation constant is a function of both the number of mesh
points and the arrangement of the mesh points, and, for biological problems, can
only be found by trial and error.
The dependence of convergence rate upon the number and the arrangement of
the mesh points is shown in Fig. 6 where the percentage changes per iteration of
the magnitudes of complex total potential are plotted vs. the number of iterations
for the points indicated by arrows in Figs. 1 a, b, and c. The value of the overrelaxa-
tion constant was taken as 1.6 for all these calculations. As can be seen, an increased
number of mesh points leads to a somewhat slower rate of convergence, while a
rearrangement of a given number of mesh points into a mesh having highly dis-
parate mesh spacings (the prolate spheroid) greatly reduces the rate of conver-
gence.
From a practical point of view, the reduced rate of convergence seen with a non-
optimum overrelaxation constant, an increase in the number of mesh points, or a
rearrangement of mesh points will not be a serious problem for most physiological
situations, since all of the convergence rates shown can be characterized as rapid.
SUMMARY
In summary, the finite difference equations necessary for calculating the three-
dimensional, time-varying biopotentials of axially symmetric cells have been pre-
sented. The method of successive overrelaxation was employed to solve these equa-
tions and was shown to be rapidly convergent and accurate for the exemplary prob-
lem of a spheroidal cell under uniform field stimulation.
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